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FunSpex is the UK’s number one retailer for discount sunglasses, but its colour scheme didn’t
match its sophistication. Abbey Tosic updated its look using a simpler approach
The brief
Site funspex.co.uk
Site owner FunSpex
Brief Provide an updated look that reflects
the high-fashion product offering.

then believe what it had to sell would be on trend
either? Though price-conscious consumers may
be the new norm, they still yearn for a high-class
experiences that make them feel like they’re not
sacrificing style.

Design focus

The designer
Name Abbey Tosic
Company 3M
Site abbeytosic.com
Areas of expertise User
experience design

With the economy taking a drastic
turn with little sign of quick recovery,
shoppers are becoming more selective
about where they put their hard earned cash.
The new price savvy economy makes discount
retailers more appealing than ever. This month’s
redesign challenge features FunSpex (funspex.
co.uk), the UK’s number one online store for
discount fashion glasses. FunSpex believes
designer style glasses and sunglasses don’t need
to come at a designer label price. It features
high fashion, non-label specs with an occasional
pair of name brand glasses at a deep discount.
Upon first visiting FunSpex I began to feel
nostalgic about my early school days of bright tiedye shirts at summer camp and finger painting in
the art room. Colourful splatters of paint graphics
highlighting category titles in multiple locations
led my eyes around the page, but where they
were supposed to land, I wasn’t sure. This was
hardly the trendy, upscale feeling I expected from
a site focusing on selling high fashion glasses to
trend-setters. It felt clear to me that this wasn’t
a site that understood what being on trend was,
or how to appeal to its audience. Why would I
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My first mission was to bring FunSpex away from
the front row at the circus, and to the back stage
of a fashion runway show. The colour scheme of
the original navigation was so bright that it
wrongfully became the star. I chose to limit the
colour palette so that pops of colour were more
carefully used in areas featuring the products and
calls to action.
A more simplistic design can still portray your
brand’s identity. It comes with a careful balance
achieved by stripping away all unnecessary
elements, then adding back just enough detail to
differentiate you from being ‘just another
sunglasses site’. I chose to mirror the style sense
you might find in a trendy magazine or gallery
featuring works of art.

getting the customer into the right product
category (hopefully resulting in a purchase),
featuring limited time deals that portray a sense
of urgency (answering the question of why here
and why now?), and allowing a consumer that’s
not ready to buy to engage with the brand in
another way.
Removing the parade of colours enables
shoppers to easily scan the top navigation bar
for their product category of interest. The top
two ads are now enlarged and focus on popular
product choices, and their special deal of limited
supply brand label frames. The email sign-up for
deals and coupons has been brought forward
from below the fold, with a short and clear
description stating the benefits of subscribing.
Not everyone visiting your ecommerce site
is ready to pull the trigger on a purchase and
actually buy it, so it’s important to provide them
with a way to engage with you until they are.
On average, a staggering 98 per cent of your
site’s visitors won’t make a purchase on their
first visit. This isn’t always a bad thing, but not

“Careful font choices and clean
photography transforms FunSpex into an
environment that’s easy to navigate”

Abbey Tosic

Your audience may be shopping for a product
on a budget, but FunSpex visitors are drawn to
them because they love name brand styles and
don’t want to buy from a site that makes them
feel low-class. Careful font choices, open spaces,
and clean photography transforms FunSpex into
an environment that’s easy to navigate and gives
visitors the feeling of shopping with a brand
that really knows what it means to be cool.
Well designed luxury products should be able
to speak for themselves with clear imagery
highlighting features and benefits without trying
too hard to impress. Fashionistas consider many
of their possessions a work of art, so I felt that
it was important that the glasses were being
featured in a more stylised way in a prominent
location on the site.

Establish a hierarchy
Hierarchy can be established by location, size,
colour and varied font choices. For this homepage
example, the three main goals of this page are

remembering to address a consumer during all of
the stages of the buying process is.

Warm fuzzies
By warm fuzzies I don’t mean bunnies and
puppies. It’s a warm, confident feeling a consumer
must feel before deciding to purchase. This can
be established by a professional site appearance,
clear return policy or guarantees, sharing voices
of happy customers through testimonials or
reviews, and toting any tidbits that translate to
how established you are as a business.
In the example of FunSpex, it’s the UK’s
number one online retailer for discount
sunglasses! Sadly this gold nugget of information
was hidden at the bottom of the page, as was
their quality guarantee.
At the end of the day, it’s not about your
company’s want for more sales. It’s about fulfilling
your customers’ needs by showcasing product
benefits, and answering the important questions
before they have a chance to ask them. ●
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Product focus

The star of your site should
always be your products or
service, not the decor of
your site design. It’s
distracting from your main
objective, which is featuring
your product and getting
visitors into the appropriate
funnel that meets their
needs. It should almost
melt away to the eye. Often
we only notice the design
of a site if something is
broken or too distracting to
find what we’re looking for.

2

Create urgency

Why here, why now? If you
can’t think of a reason that
a customer should chose to
buy your product right
here, right now, they
probably won’t be able to
think of one either. Be sure
to call out short term offers
with expiration dates and
notes on limited quantities.
Limited time, free shipping,
low discounts, or limited
supplies of a popular
products are all great
angles to explore.

3

Sign-up

Give your audience an
option if they aren’t ready
to buy today, right now. On
average 98 per cent of site
visitors aren’t ready to buy.
Don’t lose your chance to
address this large and
captivated audience with
something that might
interest them. Give them
the reason you are worth
coming back to so that
when they’re ready, they
think of your site. Offer an
email sign-up to get deals
sent right to your inbox, or
run a contest that gives
your audience a reason to
return to the site at a later
date to check results.

4

Customer voice

Let your happy customers
speak for you, since nothing
feels more authentic than
an unbiased opinion. If you
have solid testimonials or
ratings and reviews, be sure
to feature them in areas of
purchase consideration. It
builds confidence knowing
that someone else has
already made the purchase
and was happy with the
item. I’ve seen the power
of using ratings and reviews
jump conversion rates by as
much as a third.

5

Remove barriers

Understand the barriers of
purchase, and answer the
important questions before
customers even ask them.
(Delivery time, return policy,
shipping details and so on).
Make your customers feel
secure that this is going
to be a really positive
experience with no
surprises and that you’re
an established business.

Tell us about
your redesign!

Has your site recently had
a makeover? Let us know
what’s changed and why!
feedback@netmagazine.com

Pimp my site!

Does your site lack lustre?
Could it benefit from a few
tweaks? To get an expert
opinion, email your URL to
feedback@netmagazine.com
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